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ENLACES DE DIFERENTES FUENTES DE INFORMACIÓN

Colegas:

Adjunto diferentes enlaces con información de interés.

INSIDE HIGHER ED

Turning to Courts for Loan Forgiveness (Inside Higher Ed)

CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

The latest on the admissions scandal.

- New legislation proposed in Congress would limit tax deductions for parents who donate to their children’s colleges, if those institutions lack policies barring the consideration of gifts in admissions decisions.
- Now in the cross hairs of the federal investigation: Pat Haden, a former athletics director and football great at the University of Southern California.

NASFAA News

- Student Loan Debt. Here’s a Solution. (The Washington Post)
- Opinion: Community College Students Are Changing - It’s Time for Financial Aid Policies to Change Too (The Hill)
- Underfunded Independence: How State Aid Programs Are Failing America’s Largest Student Population (The EvolLution)
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